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Product Designer, Environmental Artist, Project 
Engineer, Participatory Artist, Design Engineer, 
Exhibition Designer, Mechanical Design Engineer, 
Designer, Artist, Social Entrepreneur, Academic, 
Principal Investigator, Design and Engineering 















The inadequacy of labels	

“students need a broad education because 
we do not know how different the world will 
be and what specific skills students will need in 
the decades to come. What we do know, 
however, is that people must be prepared to 
adapt and to work in a world of unknowns with 
the confidence that, by asking good 
questions, thinking critically, 
collaborating with others, and persisting, they 














What we ask for:	



























Too early ‘specialisation’ leads to students 
self-selecting silos and barriers	


"Both scientific research and science fiction begin 























A compelling, meaningful issue or opportunity	

Breaking barriers – connectedness of all things, 
across disciplines, in the human experience, 
through a hyper-realistic narrative	

“Widening participation and working to alleviate imbalance in gender, ethnic 
and socio-economic diversity is an ethical requirement and urgent mission 




Universities shouldn't be 'ivory towers', but open, collaborative hubs; active in 
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